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The first sequencer on the Mac Version 1.2.3: Fixes: ￭ Fixed MIDI controller registration ￭ Added control wheel support to
QuickTime and NeoPixel Requires QuickTime 7.1 or later to run. Requires NeoPixel version 1.0 or later. Requires the free

Fractal MIDI Controllers plug-in. Tune Smithy Description: ￭ The first sequencer on the Mac ￭ Create beautiful music
effortlessly - and discover your talent as a budding composer! Choose one of the tunes that come with the program or enter a

very short musical phrase of a few notes, and hear it transformed into an intricate tracery of music. The music is fractal which
means it is highly structured, but natural sounding too, like bird song, or the sound of the wind. Any tuning is possible; no need
to restrict your creativity to the equal tempered twelve tone system or even the octave. Tune your music as freely as a bird when

it sings. Try authentic historical temperaments with tunings for keyboards from Bach or Mozart's time. Try tunings for
Indonesian Gamelans, or Indian music with drones. Try modern exotic tunings such as non octave scales, or musical geometries
with highly symmetrical floating chord patterns. Explore the effects of instrumentation, taking ones first steps as a composer in
an envionment where melody making is without effort. Suitable even for complete newbies to composing - and there is no need

to know reading music notation. Play in any of the tunings and temperaments yourself with a music keyboard. Even play
melodies and chords on the p.c. keyboard - with the space bar as a sustain pedal, and the mouse scroll wheel as a modulation
wheel :-). Play legato style (if your synth supports it) in microtonal tunings as readily as you do in twelve equal. What else -

make fibonacci rhythms which are highly structured, but never repeat exactly. Make polyrhythm metronomes. A mouse
theremin which can play sliding chords as well as single notes. Send your tunes to your friends as musical e-cards. Over a

megabyte of help, tutorials, FAQ, example midi clips and tunes, etc. Limitations: ￭ 30 day trial Tune Smithy Description: The
first sequencer on the Mac Create beautiful music effortlessly - and
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Instant Video is a music video production program that helps to create and produce professionally produced music videos. The
program uses video and audio editing software to combine video editing with sound editing in one convenient package.
Description: A powerful, free and easy to use, VST and AU plugin and standalone application that emulates the Roland D-50
Synthesizer. Compatible with Windows, Mac OS X and Linux operating systems. Full size, Deep & ultra realistic sounding
emulation of the Roland D-50. With four parameter tracks, a midi to CV conversion to control the knobs, and a LFO it's easy to
build your own tracks. Various samples included to create a variety of original sounds. Four different Sound engines, and five
different synth effects, allows you to create many different sounds. Full midi support for adjusting all of the controls and
features. Robust virtual instrument with the versatility of a physical synth. Description: Roland D-50 simulator from Roland
Goto. Based on Roland D-50 Synthesizer. It features very real sound and detailed controls for an extensive arsenal of sounds.
Features: D-50 Synthesizer emulation. Four parameter tracks. MIDI Automation. Smooth keyswitches. Octave switch with
pitchbend. Vibrato control. Rhythmic sequencer. Adjustable modulation matrix. Scaler LFO. Trig slider. Roland Goto signature.
MIDI CC support. Description: A free high quality and easy-to-use tool for producing quality MIDI files. It allows you to record
any of your keyboard/piano/software instruments in MIDI format and then export to audio MIDI, or audio WAV file. The
program contains 2 different equalizer which can be used for midi or WAV files. Icons - used in the interface of the program
are available here. The MIDI files are saved as a single track, with the ability to split them into multiple tracks or remove tracks
from your MIDI file. It's up to you. The converted audio MIDI files can be saved as WAV files or re-inserted into any MIDI
editor program. You can also save the converted audio MIDI files in your own computer. The Equalizer - the program has 2
different equalizer, one for midi files and one for audio wav files, you can choose from the presets or make your own equalizer.
The Equalizer can be used to both midi or audio wav files. Description: A free high quality and easy-to-use tool for producing
quality MIDI files. It allows you to record any of your keyboard/piano/software instruments in MIDI format and then export to
audio MIDI, or audio WAV file. The program contains 2 different equalizer which can be used for mid
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7, 8, 8.1, or 10 (64-bit versions are recommended) Processor: Intel Core i3-7100, Intel Core i5-7200,
Intel Core i7-7500, AMD Phenom X4 965, AMD FX-8800, AMD FX-8350, or equivalent Memory: 4 GB RAM Graphics:
Nvidia GeForce GTX 660, AMD Radeon HD 7870, or equivalent DirectX: Version 11 Storage: 16 GB available space
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